Simulation and analysis for generation, transmission and energy markets

ABB’s tools are powerful enough to support decision-making for the hours, days, years and decades ahead.

- Visualisation and mapping of investment sites
- Market analysis and LMP forecasting
- Renewable and energy storage asset valuation
- Purchased Power Agreement (PPA) evaluations
- Transmission congestion analysis
- Long-term generation and transmission investment decisions
- Scenario and risk analysis

new.abb.com/enterprise-software/energy-portfolio-management/market-analysis
info.pges@abb.com
Power market analysis

ABB offers the industry’s most rigorous data and intelligence, forecasting software and independent market analysis. Our solutions are used by industry leaders in the utility, independent power producer, finance and regulatory sectors to analyse, optimise and execute critical decisions.

ABB market analysis software solutions allow our customers to:

- Stay abreast of the market
- Forecast electricity and fuel prices
- Plan, value existing and future assets
- Analyse economics of site-specific renewable and energy storage investments
- Manage organisational risk in order to improve operational and financial performance